AFFIDAVIT:
Affidavit V0.9 06.04.20. 0900 Hrs.

This 23 Page draft document Is to serve as both an Affidavit (Statement of Truth) and summary or
point of reference for businesses and individuals that will be going through mental hoops in trying to
remain in cashflow and good health through extremely turbulent times.
These turbulent times have been created by design from a blueprint to cause chaos and economic
destruction to the masses. This is documented well when you know where to look or have
experienced one or many of the events and started to look for root cause.
This has been my journey and findings based on my experiences and some of those I’ve met.
The document is in bullet fashion for later ease of reference. Referenced content comes from a
number of researched sources. This aids navigation and provides better referencing for the reader.

My name is Bruce Robert Lamb and I’m a Business Analyst and Project Manager and have from 2006
to date brought together a significant amount of data and contacts along with others to identify that
all in the UK Government and wider Parliament is NOT as conveyed in the media and totally out of
kilter? I think many know this at heart.
On the 16th October 2018 I met with All Party Political Group (APPG) for Banking in Portcullis House,
Westminster also my MP Mike Kane, Sale East & Wythenshawe after having brought together a
substantial amount of data and connecting intelligence to show the UK economy was being taken
down by sources within The Treasury and HMRC. This meeting was arranged by Kevin Hollinrake MP
for Thirsk & Malton an MP linked with APPG Banking. All supporting data was passed to them.
The theft and fraud Id identified had been covered up by design through the FSA then FCA, Police,
Economic Crime Groups, Serious Fraud Office and Corporate Accountancy practices supporting the
cover up and the HM Treasury narrative of nothing to see here.
My specific fraud was the identification of a £200 Million bank securities fraud through off plan
property, price manipulation against a final delivered product. 5000 properties £40k overvalued
each.
This was found eventually to be with a view to destabilising the UK economy at a later date. In
2008/9 we had the banking crash. These properties and investors were hit then and will be again.
The cause in 2008 they deemed were Mortgage Backed Securities in the USA. The knock-on effect
was global. http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/legal-quest-challenge Download the PDF for
specific detail of Mortgage Securitisation Claims, MSC.
Watching films such as The Big Short and the documentary, Inside Job reveals much of the workings
of the world of Banking and Politics.
On the 30th November 2018 I met Mike Kane MP again, this time in his office in Wythenshawe. The
objective was as agreed with APPG Banking’s Exec Director Heather Buchanan to ask in the House of
Commons of the Treasury Minister John Glen key questions that would expose manipulation of
Government officials in a number of finance related sectors to destabilise the economy and then
steal assets, property, funds and now as identified from Silent Weapons Quiet Wars ultimately take
human life.
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Mike Kane went into a tirade of Conspiracy Theory and Anti-Semitism statements.
He was now a part of the cover up through his actions.
Mike Kane didn’t ask the questions of John Glen, Treasury Minister and APPG Banking did not
respond to further communications.
The cover up was becoming clearer, so were the level of those involved.
My findings and connections increased through to the time of writing this Affidavit as people need
to know what is taking place and how it will impact Individuals, Families and Businesses not just in
the UK but Internationally as we now see with the over exposure in the media of Covid-19 or Corona
Virus a patented US Virus with links to UK origins and funding.
These are just a few of my reference points and experiences but when you do the research and see
results over time a greater picture of control and manipulation with a recorded intent or end goal of
population reduction through genocide lies beneath the surface.
On 06/04/20 Ive created Schedule A as Government aligned organisations are now taking down
content that will incriminate them at a future date. Schedule A will screenshot and link a limited
amount of critical data supporting my previous findings.
My contact details are Mobile 07976 302068 email: bruce.lamb@boxndice.com

CLC

1. The story behind my personal experience is recorded across a number of blog posts and slide
decks. These cover a range of areas or touchpoints but help build the picture for those without
any points of reference. The Source Data content was originally to communicate to 200 plus
Taxi drivers at Road Runners Taxis Leeds, there was a bigger picture than mortgage fraud that
we were now experiencing in the UK. Road Runners are now agents for Legal Quest or MSC
with myself. Property over valuation impacts Mortgage Backed Securities that will in turn
impact everyone’s pensions and property values, therefore the UK economy. The Roll out of 5G
will impact your health through microwave radiation and your property values. Our Banks have
been creating property bubbles by design with aid of a rigged regulatory framework and a
plethora of successive Government cover ups since the 1990’s to date, possibly before these
dates in some cases.
http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2019/12/18/Establishment-v-ThePeople-5G-Fraud-Cover-Ups-GMCA-GMP
http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2020/01/09/How-To-Create-AProperty-Bubble
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2. Government (Treasury/ HMRC) endorsed Banking corruption is rife as politicians were
compromised or bought. This is readily confirmed by viewing Amber Rudd’s declaration as
outgoing Home Secretary of Theresa Mays Banking fraud cover ups and the Banking Tribunal
prevention.
http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2019/12/11/Amber-Rudd---ConfirmsCity---PM-Cover-Up
Further evidence from victim’s can be confirmed by watching Spank the Banker, The Great
British Mortgage Swindle and listening to the many stories of SME Victims or reading the
SME Alliance web site. There are plenty more source’s but this is to initially create a
foundation awareness.
https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/the-story
https://www.thegreatbritishmortgageswindle.net/
https://www.banksclaimsgroup.com/
https://www.smealliance.org/

3. Mortgage Securitisation Claims (MSC) Legal action will commence 2020.
https://www.yourmsc.co.uk/ TPS100 waiver code. £1 for £5500 worth of work. 10.2 Million
mortgages have been paid off by the banks by shortcutting the Mortgage Securitisation
process and not paying stamp duty land tax (SDLT) fleecing the public purse in full knowledge
of The Controlled Treasury and HMRC. Protected by the financial regulators that you think are
protecting you? They are NOT, they cover up systemic Banking fraud. Want to reduce your
mortgage by 70%? Cover the MSC site, read what has taken place. Take Action!!
4. Why didn’t the Government do anything about this and protect the people? Most politicians,
MP’s and Civil Servants are either bought, controlled, paid Non Disclosure Agreement values or
part of paedophile rings that have been clearly suppressed from being published in the
controlled Mainstream Media. This was till recent events reared their heads linking Jeffery
Epstein, Prince Andrew and the sex trafficking of Children. This issue rears its head frequently
as we only have to mention the likes of Jimmy Saville his connections with Royalty or Cyril
Smith and the linked events in Rochdale and Parliament or many of the great and good so
called political leaders and the connection re-establishes itself quickly. This is usually after they
pass on or are not fit for cross examination due to deteriorating health and cannot be put in
court. Theresa May lost the Geoffrey Dickens MP paedophile naming files exposing many
political figures in Westminster’s paedophile ring. The links with The Bank of England, finance,
people trafficking and its private City based owners gives a clearer picture of deception and the
Banking link always comes further to light.
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Gordon Bowden and the Pandoras Box Investigations story makes interesting reading. Sadly
Gordon passed away on February 18th 2020 but with a legacy of investigative information that
explains to a large extent why Politicians aren’t coming forward with any results when looking
at the world of Banking fraud, Central and Local Govt Corruption. MP’s, ex Prime Ministers and
Civil Servants all with their snouts in the public’s trough of funds. The Bankers claiming the
lions share holding the country to ransom via bent politicians and compromised public leaders.
http://www.gordonbowden.co.uk/

5. From my research and through others I met, I began to develop the network of contacts that
helped paint the picture within operations such as ITNJ – International Tribunals for Natural
Justice that record the accounts of those witnesses and victims who have been trafficked.
This in turn identified why the market had not been exposed as the financing of this sick
market was from rehypothecated funds from our bank accounts, a story which doesn’t hit
the mainstream media by design.
This information can show up on a bank Data Subject Access Request. DSAR:
Source people trafficking reference materials. https://www.itnj.org/
Human Trafficking & Child Sex Abuse: https://vimeo.com/260634886
Ronald Bernard Ex Dutch Banker: https://youtu.be/EyNlhuCJPTo
David Steele & Sacha Stone in Dialogue: https://player.vimeo.com/video/261583089
One story yet to hit the headlines is the Jeffrey Epstein, Jes Staley, Barclays CEO and UK
Parliament, House of Commons blackmailing scandal that has been exposed by a contact of
mine, Mark Anthony Taylor and the details of this case can be referenced below.
https://www.carolinestephens.net/post/the-jeffrey-epstein-jes-staley-blackmail-ring
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/id_like_a_transcript_or_recordin
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/emails_leaked_to_the_daily_mail
Mark came from a scientific background but due to experience gained in the metals market
he identified significant levels of Bank and metals manipulation fraud also members of our
judiciary caught up in the cover up of justice for many precious metal’s investors. Once again
the world of paedophilia prevented justice being done and witnesses silenced.
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6. When further evidence is understood and you realise this is planned Organised Crime working
to a blueprint that will lead to UK mass robbery, fraud, control and eventual genocide the
clearer picture and reason for certain events begins to become apparent.
I’d like to introduce you to Silent Weapons Quiet Wars. SWQW.
http://syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html A Rothschild, Bilderberg - Commercial Psychopaths
document or blueprint for enabling The Control of Humanity and the removal of assets into
the Elites central control. This means your property, cash and anything else they can lay their
hands on. For this element they created Agenda 21 or 2030. Rosa Koires’ video linked in
content below explains fully the intended outcome.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/agenda-21-2030-rosa-koire-mark-steele-copenhagen
Agenda 2030 is being implemented now and has in recent years been ramping up. Look to a
City Centre skyline to see the skyline touching developments taking place. Look at the impact
of weather seeding on outlying or as they now call them “wetland” areas?
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/weather-seeding-australian-fires-nano-particulateschem-trailing-humanity-for-personal-gain

7. The Last Two Tasks In Their Quest Are to: MAXIMISE CONTROL & COLLAPSE THE CURRENCY.
What they need is your CONSENT. http://syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#anchor270009

CONSENT, THE PRIMARY VICTORY
A silent weapon system operates upon data obtained from a docile public by legal
(but not always lawful) force. Much information is made available to silent weapon
systems programmers through the Internal Revenue Service. (See Studies in the
Structure of the American Economy for an I.R.S. source list.)
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This information consists of the enforced delivery of well-organized data contained
in federal and state tax forms, collected, assembled, and submitted by slave labor
provided by taxpayers and employers.
Furthermore, the number of such forms submitted to the I.R.S. is a useful indicator
of public consent, an important factor in strategic decision making. Other data
sources are given in the Short List of Inputs.
Consent Coefficients - numerical feedback indicating victory status.
Psychological basis:
When the government is able to collect tax and seize private property without
just compensation, it is an indication that the public is ripe for surrender and
is consenting to enslavement and legal encroachment. A good and easily
quantified indicator of harvest time is the number of public citizens who pay
income tax despite an obvious lack of reciprocal or honest service from the
government.
This is not just happening in the US. It can be referenced across the Western World
in the UK and Internationally. Many examples are available of property theft via the
Land Registry in the UK are available. The UK Land Registry is now 82.7% Incorrect.

8. http://syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#anchor235589

TIME FLOW RELATIONSHIPS AND
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE OSCILLATIONS
An ideal industry may be symbolized electronically in various ways. The simplest
way is to represent a demand by a voltage and a supply by a current. When this is
done, the relationship between the two becomes what is called an admittance,
which can result from three economic factors: (1) hindsight flow, (2) present flow,
and (3) foresight flow.
Foresight flow is the result of that property of living entities to cause energy (food)
to be stored for a period of low energy (e.g., a winter season). It consists of
demands made upon an economic system for that period of low energy (winter
season).
In a production industry it takes several forms, one of which is known as
production stock or inventory. In electronic symbology this specific industry
demand (a pure capital industry) is represented by capacitance and the stock or
7
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resource is represented by a stored charge. Satisfaction of an industry demand
suffers a lag because of the loading effect of inventory priorities.
Present flow ideally involves no delays. It is, so to speak, input today for output
today, a "hand to mouth" flow. In electronic symbology, this specific industry
demand (a pure us industry) is represented by a conductance which is then a simple
economic valve (a dissipative element).
Hindsight flow is known as habit or inertia. In electronics this phenomenon is the
characteristic of an inductor (economic analog = a pure service industry) in which
a current flow (economic analog = flow of money) creates a magnetic field
(economic analog = active human population) which, if the current (money flow)
begins to diminish, collapse (war) to maintain the current (flow of money energy).
Other large alternatives to war as economic inductors or economic flywheels are an
open-ended social welfare program, or an enormous (but fruitful) open-ended
space program.
The problem with stabilizing the economic system is that there is too much
demand on account of (1) too much greed and (2) too much population.
This creates excessive economic inductance which can only be balanced with
economic capacitance (true resources or value - e.g., in goods or services).
The social welfare program is nothing more than an open-ended credit balance
system which creates a false capital industry to give non-productive people a roof
over their heads and food in their stomachs. This can be useful, however, because
the recipients become state property in return for the "gift," a standing army for
the elite. For he who pays the piper picks the tune.
Those who get hooked on the economic drug, must go to the elite for a fix. In this,
the method of introducing large amounts of stabilizing capacitance is by borrowing
on the future "credit" of the world
This is a fourth law of motion - onset and consists of performing an action and
leaving the system before the reflected reaction returns to the point of action - a
delayed reaction.
The means of surviving the reaction is by changing the system before the reaction
can return. By this means, politicians become more popular in their own time and
the public pays later. In fact, the measure of such a politician is the delay time.
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The same thing is achieved by a government by printing money beyond the limit of
the gross national product, and economic process called inflation. This puts a large
quantity of money into the hands of the public and maintains a balance against
their greed, creates a false self-confidence in them and, for a while, stays the wolf
from the door.
They must eventually resort to war to balance the account, because war ultimately
is merely the act of destroying the creditor, and the politicians are the publicly
hired hit men that justify the act to keep the responsibility and blood off the public
conscience. (See section on consent factors and social-economic structuring.)
If the people really cared about their fellow man, they would control their appetites
(greed, procreation, etc.) so that they would not have to operate on a credit or
welfare social system which steals from the worker to satisfy the bum.
Since most of the general public will not exercise restraint, there are only two
alternatives to reduce the economic inductance of the system.
(1) Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result in
a total destruction of the living earth.
(2) Take control of the world by the use of economic "silent weapons" in a form of
"quiet warfare" and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe level by
a process of benevolent slavery and genocide.
The latter option has been taken as the obviously better option. At this point it
should be crystal clear to the reader why absolute secrecy about the silent weapons
is necessary. The general public refuses to improve its own mentality and its faith
in its fellow man. It has become a herd of proliferating barbarians, and, so to speak,
a blight upon the face of the earth.
They do not care enough about economic science to learn why they have not been
able to avoid war despite religious morality, and their religious or self-gratifying
refusal to deal with earthly problems renders the solution of the earthly problem un
reachable to them.
It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive as the fittest to
survive, to solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care. Otherwise,
exposure of the silent weapon would destroy our only hope of preserving the seed
of the future true humanity...
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Note: The Wealth of a so called, Developed Nation is created from the people based upon
the birth certificate and our social security number traded as a financial security on the money
markets. Governments and Treasuries hold these as bonds through to expiry then cash them
in via the Bank of International Settlements in times of war. This is how they magic funds
when needed or draw down in times of war or a National requirement. We are in a state of
economic war currently and have been since 2.6.1953 Coronation Day. Silent Weapons Quiet
Wars.
Refer to www.Kingof.uk and the PAG Slide deck for further details. Artemis Sorras slides
although spoken in Greek, his slides are in English text are well worth a view to understand
the issues, wider problem and our potential remedy: https://youtu.be/yz636sarFlA
9. What About Brexit? - Brexit and how we were falsely taken into the Common Market
by Edward Heath a friend of Jimmy Saville’s? Ultimately we ended up in the European
Union and paying over the odds into the rigged system. Following the intelligence
gathered and recorded works of Harry Beckhough https://youtu.be/1TaFZR59Ju0 is
highly recommended.
The PDF book, The Nazi Roots of the Brussels EU can be downloaded from Relay of
Life. http://www.relay-of-life.org/en/2016/10/the-nazi-roots-of-the-brussels-eu/

10. Control, Corona Virus, 5G Microwave Radiation. 60GHz – Sucks Oxygen from The Air.
There are plenty of false statistics, mis information and poor data surrounding Corona
Virus by design but the Bank – City, Controlled Media has reached a point of frenzy
where the controlled UK Government by the City who are bleeding the UK coffers dry
as they did in 2008/9 are about to do it again. They create a diversion while they are
robbing the people of their property, freedom and lives.
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https://www.moneydoesnotgrowontrees.info/post/silent-weapons-quiet-wars
They will finally Collapse the Currency. Silent Weapons Quiet Wars, this the last listed act of
their eugenics influenced programme. It is the final act enabling the collapse of economies.
Eugenics referenced materials: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/sacrifice-zones-usa
The Final Act of Terror could be the planned use of vaccines to supposedly protect you against
the Corona Virus? This is v0.9 of my statement of truth. As I wrote the 0.6 version a news item
stated the vaccine or method of prevention will be ready in a month’s time? Interesting?
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/mar/19/uk-drive-develop-coronavirus-vaccinescience
Connections I have developed within Common Law Court (CLC) members have proven
evidence that Vaccines DO NOT Contain everything we are informed by the manufacturers. The
side effects and intended outcomes differ which is devastating for vaccine recipients and their
families.

https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/gardasil-the-decision-we-will-always-regret/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/25-reasons-to-avoid-the-gardasil-vaccine/
The work of Courtenay Heading of Jurby Wellness has provided much information to support
this. http://jurbywellness.com/ his work with the HPV vaccine exposure needs to be read and
understood in order to reference what we are told by the big pharmaceutical companies and
Government is far from the truth.
http://jurbywellness.com/2019/04/25/hpv-vaccines-driving-cervical-cancer-uk-australianorway-sweden/
This is similar information for what we find with the cure for cancer in that Gc-MAF a cure has
been kept from the masses by the UK Government and its controllers as finding the cure is far
more profitable than treating those correctly with cancer based diseases. The website MHRA
Corrupt explains this issue in more detail. https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/
Finding a cancer cure was made illegal by the UK Government in 1939 influenced by the
Banking Cartels and Big Pharma. The 1939 Cancer Act Section 4 reveals all.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/2-3/13/section/4
The linked data articles below ties UK Business and those who run our Governments interests,
Royalties interests and provides an explanation as to why people in Wuhan and some
International Cities – specifically in Italy, were dropping dead or being impacted by a virus that
in everyday terms appears to have had no greater impact in its own right than a traditional flu
virus with its consequences but when you add 5G Microwave radiation and the magic 60GHz
Small Cell component which sucks Oxygen from the air we breathe, we get people dropping
like flies. By Design.
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We also need to remember Chinese air quality isn’t that of many European nations. Check out
the Environmental Health Trust Air Quality map for Wuhan and Hubei provinces. Add 5G
Microwave Radiation that takes Oxygen out of the air and hay presto.
https://aqicn.org/map/hebei/?utm_source=eht&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=covidp
ollution
Royalty in the text is used loosely and debatable. Look to https://www.Kingof.UK You decide?
Please read the Gregory Hallett affidavit content. https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/

Research QinetiQ, Pirbright and Microwave Radiation in the links below and then do your own
research. Especially look at the Princess Cruise Ship Analysis served by SES 5G Satellite services
and it may go some way to identify why those on board were ill with Corona Virus or was it 5G
Microwave radiation? https://youtu.be/1oLllJ5sSZw

Review the connections between Bill Gates, Royalty and the Deagel Population
reduction Statistics and extracts. UK figures 66 Million to 15 Million by 2025.
Links in the content below give the source information compiled by the United Nations,
US Defence Agencies, European Union plus other International Government Agencies.
From Deagel extract: www.deagel.com

Sunday October 26th 2014. http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx
Extract:
The collapse of the Western financial system will wipe out the standard of living of its
population while ending ponzi schemes such as the stock exchange and the pension funds.
The population will be hit so badly by a full array of bubbles and ponzi schemes that the
migration engine will start to work in reverse accelerating itself due to ripple effects thus
leading to the demise of the States.
This unseen situation for the States will develop itself in a cascade pattern with
unprecedented and devastating effects for the economy.

UK statistics: http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx
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This is Targeting All Western Economies in a Financial Bait and Switch
or Bait and Snatch of Their Asset’s, Finances, Lives. Its Genocide.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/5g-corona-virus-sars-connect

Control: New Police Powers: http://bit.ly/3aVnteC
Control: Agenda 2030, 5G: https://bit.ly/2JeJR77-RosaK-MarkS
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/agenda-21-2030-rosa-koire-mark-steele-copenhagen

Source Data passed to Taxi Drivers: http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData
David Icke – London Real interview: https://youtu.be/gMTZu6_TjU8
The IRON MOUNTAIN REPORT is the Blueprint
for Tyranny. From This Agenda 21 - 2030 was
sold to compromised World Governments as
a programme of sustainability. This is The
New World Order handbook.
https://youtu.be/lTT6SVraCP8

Updated Lockdown Data: Schools, 5G Science Data: Dr Crown, Mark Steele, Others.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/updated-lock-down-data-dr-crown-mark-steele-5gcrisis
11. Collapse the Currency. Currency resets happen every few decades 40-50 years.
Central Banks have printed fiat currency like there was no tomorrow and will probably do so
again before this episode is finished. In parallel they have been suppressing Gold and Silver
prices through selling false notes, certificates and amounts that don’t physically exist. These
events and values of the precious metals which have been picked up in legal cases again by
Mark Anthony Taylor and in the House of Lords by Lord James of Blackheath. The reference
points below are a starting point, much more data is available to support the impact of what is
to come.
Mike Maloney Schools Russian Bankers 1: https://youtu.be/uzef43gdupk
Mike Maloney Schools Russian Bankers 2: https://youtu.be/0Wrrzsrb-wg
Lord James of Blackheath. Bank Metals Rigging: https://youtu.be/bLrHOgy0tRo
How Much Gold In The World: https://www.gold.org/about-gold/gold-supply/goldmining/how-much-gold
Mark Anthony Taylor: Bankers, Bullion and Pedo Rings: https://youtu.be/qMpfx_aMpFg
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12. Mark Steele – Gateshead Council – LED street lighting and 5G Deployment UK.
I went to Newcastle, Moot Hall Courts to attend Mark Steeles court case, cross examination on
May 16th 2019. What Mark had identified was a series of events that fitted the Silent Weapons
Quiet Wars model. Mark is a Defence Energy Weapons expert and provided some of the most
damning evidence to show that Councils UK wide have fitted cancer causing technology the
length and breadth of the country. Councils are controlled this is shown later in point 14.
I furthered this line of questioning with Greater Manchester Combined Authorities, GMCA but
Freedom of Information requests were hit with nothing to be seen here answers or go ask your
local authority? Trafford would not engage in dialogue.
The points for reference from Mark are listed below. Point 13 Links the measurements I have
taken in Trafford and Salford. Most are well over the acceptable level of safety to humans.
5G The Apocalypse: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/resonance-beings-of-frequency
5G LED Street Light breakdown: https://youtu.be/qWzIh1OOa8Y
Mark Steele: Take The Red Pill: https://youtu.be/QQHNebuhH7U

More Related Mark Steele Gateshead Council Data: http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData

1. 5G is a Weapon, it MUST be debated. 2. Mayflower Unit from LED Street Lighting.
13. GMCA Enquiry to LED Street Lighting and furniture.

“Blue light” of LED streetlights linked to breast and
prostate cancer
The “blue light” emitted by street lights including LEDs, and commercial outdoor lighting such as
advertising, is linked to a significant increase in the risk of breast and prostate cancer, innovative
new research has concluded

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/north-east-councils-admission-of-guilt-a-conspiracy-toharm-gmca-push-out-to-member-councils
Cancer Causing LED Technology.
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html
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https://www.highwaysmagazine.co.uk/Public-Health-England-issues-LED-street-lightingwarning/3981
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/led-lights-impact-health-period
Link to Mark Steeles slide deck. https://2c6f379e-ea3f-4cb5-befccb110018f134.usrfiles.com/ugd/2c6f37_6f03296122d74b1898cd8396f9e59c1b.pdf

Video talk through: https://youtu.be/PoBfvd-do-I
Link to Property Action Group slide deck: https://2c6f379e-ea3f-4cb5-befccb110018f134.usrfiles.com/ugd/2c6f37_1e5a699ed3fa4a66a35b649b0c685155.pdf

https://propertyactiongroup.co.uk/
Microwave Radiations impact from Masts, Mayflower Units on Street Lights Communicate with
SMART meters. Remove Your SMART meter. Listen to Jerry Flynn.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/jerry-flynn-smart-meters-emfs-cell-towers
Grenfell Tower Video: Mark Steele Analysis: https://youtu.be/Zr0MgoFLTeQ
Paradise California, Korea, Grenfell. Debbie Tavares California fires. Properties Combusted.5G

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/stop-the-crime-debbie-tavares-paradise-lost
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/ian-ferguson-5g-installer-usa
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/barrie-trower-discusses-micro-wave-radiation
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The Calculation 666 Terahertz – 450 nano meters. Mark Steele observation.
LED street light wavelength and frequency.

Using Facebook, Google, Amazon, these are Corporate & Government financed
Contractors. The Government Surveillance Network reach is both complex and
extensive: https://youtu.be/RCTAJBIxtZQ . This surveillance capability is also built into
street lighting, 868Mhz scanning technology. Silent Weapons Confirms this.

14. Local Councils, Lobo Loans, Shredded, Common Purpose, Articles.

http://www.ianfraser.org/how-city-banks-and-brokers-stitched-up-local-authorities-with-lobo-loans/
https://www.localgov.co.uk/Councils-sue-Barclays-over-controversial-LOBO-loans/45682
https://debtresistance.uk/stop-big-bank-exploitation-of-local-authorities/

Councils do as they are instructed by those who control them. 70% of their income approximately
goes on interest payments to fraudulent based Bank LOBO deals. The technique is called Bait &
Switch. Offer them a low interest rate on Millions, switch the deal increase the rate as per the small
print. Maximise the Banking Cabal profits. Leverage the situation.
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Research: Resilient Cities, Rand Organisation, Rockefeller, Rothschild. Common Purpose, Eugenics.
Rand Org: Rockefeller: https://www.100resilientcities.org/
Rockefeller Org: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/lock-step-lock-down-control

Rothschild: http://www.rothschild.com/

15. To give a balanced perspective many individuals and groups are picking this up and using
Freedom of Information Requests to oust the harmful technologies and those behind the Civil
& Human Rights breaches then record the situation as best possible.

The articles linked below list a few positives and documents to show that this isn’t just a conspiracy
theory but recorded events that we all don’t get to hear through our restricted media but give us a
ray of hope that we aren’t a lone voice in the battle ahead.
https://www.bitcoinp2p.co.uk/single-post/2020/03/20/Balanced-Thinking

In Summary.
This information isn’t extensive and far from complete, but is designed as a taster to show we
have linked problems that aren’t always readily identified unless we have experienced a series
of events that we can’t always logically put our fingers on and then start to join the dots.
It does come under the Conspiracy Theory label of the Banking Cabal and Government but
when you have the facts to back it up, yes it’s a conspiracy but no longer a theory, more of a
series of linked facts identifying someone that controls World Central and Local Governments
has an agenda that isn’t constructive to your health and welfare nor your families lives.
We have had a multi layered attack taking place on our lives, families and businesses by a
corporate run Banker and Elites backed system that initially was blueprinted in the closing
stages of the second war. The Document was called “The Red House Report” .
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https://archive.org/details/Ew-pa128Report/mode/2up

https://www.moneydoesnotgrowontrees.info/post/the-secret-world-government-the-hiddenhand
Others will have had similar experiences that have been on this journey, questions are raised
usually after something has happened to them that cannot be explained in terms that are
logical.
This is the impact of a Silent Weapon, delivered by a force that we are now able to identify
much to their annoyance. This explains why they are acting in this way now with false
pandemics and scare mongering the people globally. If the scaremongering is to protect us in
some fashion and is short lived, so be it. But Antidotes/ vaccines to something that has not
made a real impact but media hype and Government over reaction that causes chaos is a
different matter.
If you have read or researched to a degree any of the following events or literature you will
know that there is an official narrative and the truth is revealed in time.
1984 the George Orwell book and War of the Worlds by Orson Welles, describes many events
and scenarios that we are experiencing now but in a story format.
9/11 Twin Towers, the US Democrats narrative and the truth from separate investigations from
architects and the victim’s families differ. 7/7 Tube and Bus bombings in London and more
recent in Manchester the bombing and the part played by the establishment have different
versions. The truth will come out in time. The idea is to keep you in a state of fear.
We need to keep open minds as the media will give you the Governments narrative and that
will cost you money for sure and possibly your life if you make the wrong decisions.
5G is a killer technology and microwaves will suppress your immune system. I will not be taking
any Government Covid-19 vaccines. Ask your doctor for an independent analysis or medical
breakdown of the vaccines content when its delivered.
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You aren’t informed that there are legal cases building against Local and Central Governments
that they will lose in Holland, Switzerland, Denmark and the UK. Governments that are
controlled are about to commit Genocide. This is the chosen Deep State, Government option
for you if you Consent. If you Don’t Consent your chances of freedom and life are greater.
I’d recommend reading Silent Weapons Quiet Wars in full. The man who brought it to the
World’s attention, ex US Naval Intelligence Officer Bill Cooper paid with his life eventually, he
was shot, but not before he released Behold a Pale Horse which included the text found in an
IBM photo copier at a Boeing second hand equipment sale. A Rothschild, Bilderberg text.

In 1988 Bill decided to "talk" due to events then
taking place worldwide, events that he had seen
plans for back in the early 1970s. Bill correctly
predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain, the fall of
the Berlin Wall, and the invasion of Panama. All
Bill's predictions were on record well before the
events occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His
information comes from top secret documents that
he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team
and from over seventeen years of research.
http://syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#

The Memes and text from Greg Hallets Facebook page describe well what we are
currently experiencing. Greg gave his permission to use his materials. Thanks Greg.

https://www.facebook.com/princeofnewspain https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/
Queen Elizabeth II has received, affirmed and confirmed the legal documents that Joseph
Gregory Hallett has fulfilled the predictions to become King of England, and King of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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Queen Elizabeth II has gone into hiding, with her hopeless sons, whom she has given up
on, demoted Harry and sent him to Canada (Now LA, USA) and relegated Prince William,
Duke of Cambridge, to "Placeholder".
That Royal family is no more.
That Flat Lie Royal family is no more.
This has been the end of the House of Windsor.
Queen Elizabeth II has accepted Joseph Gregory Hallett as King John III of England.

On 31.03.2020 1300 Hrs.
A number of Common Law Court (CLC) members and invited parties with myself
assembled to complete the signing of a series of documents that completes the
process to witness that Greg Hallett is the true King of England, Ireland, The United
Kingdom and has the data sources and information to support his claim and that the
Cabal, Bankers, Politicians and Councils through organisations such as Common
Purpose and Secret Societies, Freemasons etc have used to run organised criminal gang
style practices in this and many other countries in a fashion that has seen and will see
further future Thefts, Deaths, Extortion and imminent raiding of the public purse to a
level never witnessed before and for many will be beyond belief.
Elizabeth Mountbatten and Philip Mountbatten who are Rothschild puppets have
helped with Bilderberg Group members bring misery to millions within the UK and
overseas. There are steps we can take to make sure that their objective is not fully met
by sharing this information you are reading today. Corona Virus is The Crown Virus, this
is the Cabals parting shot. https://www.kingof.uk/ https://www.kingof.uk/videos/
https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/

Other photos of the signing session https://photos.app.goo.gl/Nd9bsNbYxzus1hMr6

https://www.kingof.uk/all-predictions-fulfilled-timeline
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Having witnessed the events and experienced from 2006 to date and what we all are
now experiencing, we can put steps in place to reduce the impact of potentially future
negative events that could devastate our lives and those of others we love moving
forward. We have to prevent the Genocide.
This being the main reason behind this affidavit or orientation piece based on my
experiences 2006 to date.
From this knowledge we can develop solutions to negate or mitigate the issues
identified and protect those we know and love from what is to take place and move
forward into a positive environment.
Thanks to all that have helped me build this picture to date and Best Wishes.

CLC

SCHEDULE A
16. Information received from ITNJ International Tribunals For Natural Justice and Belinda
McKenzie who has campaigned for the GcMAF Cancer Solution founders to be released
from gaol in France – Linda Thyer and on tag David Noakes after an extensive extended
severe attack on their business and personal lives. MHRA Corrupt expands this point.
https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/

Data compiled by Andrew Mather proving the panic over a false pandemic was created
by Government in a ploy to economically ransack the UK. This is documented well in
Silent Weapons Quiet Wars. http://syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#
Recording of slide deck direct.
https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CvFNF_GovtKiller.mp4
Blog post with ITNJ Special Session: The Government Lie Protecting The Deep State.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/the-government-lies-its-protecting-the-deep-state

17. Links to The Corona Virus Bill set to take away personal freedoms and short cut
Cremation and true cause of death to be the Government Genocide Narrative of
Corona Virus. https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/corona-virus-bill
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18. Last email to Trafford, GMCA, Economic Crime Squad before Police reports identifying
genocide. https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/gmca-trafford-mikekane-police-ecs Links to
mast emissions. Full European Patent Documentation for Corona Virus. Further reading
on Corona Virus, Covid 19 is in Balanced Thinking.
https://www.bitcoinp2p.co.uk/single-post/2020/03/20/Balanced-Thinking
19. Deagel.com screenshot 19.12.19 to support links: UN, EU, WHO, US DoD Sources. UK

55 Million depopulation figures by 2025 in keeping with Agenda 2030 and Georgia
Guidestone predictions. http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx

20. Corona Virus Downgraded 19th March on the Government website: False Govt
Narrative: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid

https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CvFNF_GovtKiller.mp4
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https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/building-towards-govt-endorsed-genocide-mike-kanemp-informed-june-2019-he-did-nothing

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/gmca-trafford-mikekane-police-ecs

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/1984-police-criminal-evidence-act-affidavit-v0-8
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